
BOOK REVIEWS

which are organized and comprehensivebut often at least some
what out-of-datewhenfirst available.The needfor a bookthat fills
this gapand the difficulty of filling it adequatelyare demonstrated
by the number ofsimilar attempts: Yearbook ofNuclear Medicine,
Seminars in Nuclear Medicine (of which Dr. Freemanis alsoan
editor), Nuclear Radiology Syllabus, and Progress in Nuclear
Medicine.

Nuclear Medicine Annual will consistof â€œ10fairly lengthy and
timely reviews.â€•In ten articles a large portion ofclinical nuclear
medicine can becoveredeachyear. Every article will beallotted
sufficient space to allow comprehensivecoverage of the selected
subject, but the format will not provide an organized, systematic
coverageof the fieldof nuclear medicine.Perhaps what is needed
is a looseleaf textbook in which out-of-date tables, pages, or
chapters could be repacedselectively on an annual basis.

The quality of execution of Nuclear Medicine Annual is high.
The authors are all experts in the area they review and havecon
tributed significantly to recent advances in these areas. Each
chapter is well written, comprehensive,and extensivelyreferenced.
Ofthetenareasselectedforreview,thesixchaptersâ€”Thallium
201 Imaging, EmissionTomography,Detectionof Gastrointestinal
Bleeding, Imaging in Benign Bone and Joint Disease, Detection
of VenousThrombosis, and Correlative Imagingâ€”areall clearly
topical. The remaining fourâ€”Pulmonary Nuclear Medicine,
Adrenal Imaging, Gallium-67 Imaging, and Quantitative Renal
Scanningâ€”arelesstopicalthan someareas that werenot included,
such as hepatobiliary imaging and ventricular function
imaging.

If the quality of execution remains as high as it is in the initial
volume, Nuclear Medicine Annual should be a useful addition to
the nuclearmedicineliterature andshouldhelp fill thegapbetween
the journal article and the textbook. This series is recommended
for all physicians engaged in the practice of nuclear medicine.
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There have been several books over the past few years on
echocardiographyandothersonnuclearcardiology,but thisisone

ofthe firstattemptstodealwithbothtopicsinasinglevolume.The
authors point out that the two techniquesare not in competition
with one another but are often complementary. It is therefore
somewhatdisappointingthat theorganizationof thebookissuch
that both techniquesare presentedseparatelywithout any attempt
to integrate the information from the two techniquesor to show
whenand how eachtechnique should beusedin assessinga given
problem. For example, evaluation of ventricular function is dis
cussedin the echocardiographic section without mention of the
nuclear cardiographic techniquesand visa versa.The discussion
of aortic and mitral regurgitation in the echocardiographicsection
makesno mention of the recent useof blood-pool imaging to de
termine the degree of regurgitation nor is the use of the tracer
techniques integrated into the sections on cardiomyopathy or
IHSS. Similarly, the detection and evaluation of patients with
coronary artery diseaseis presentedseparately in two portions of
the book without any attempt to put the techniques into perspective
or to integrate the information from the two techniques.

The information presentedin the two sectionsiswell written and
concise. The physician unfamiliar with one or the other of the
techniquesor both will find this book a quick and easyway to ob
tam an up-to-date overview of the current techniquesand appli
cations of both echocardiography and nuclear cardiology. An in
terestingfeatureat the endofeach segmentof the bookisa section
on special topics in which newdirections and applications of the
techniques are briefly discussed. For example, following the
echocardiographic section there are brief discussions of such topics
as video-densitometry, three-dimensional imaging with dynamic
spatial construction, as well as brief commentaries on detection
of intracardiac thrombi and other important clinical applications.
The nuclear cardiology section is followed by brief discussionsof
topics of current interest such as dipyradimole thallium-201
imaging for detection of coronary artery obstruction as well as
computer approaches to quantification of thallium images. The
references are up-to-date and critically chosen. This book should
provide the interested physician the opportunity to gain an intro
duction into the techniques of echocardiography and nuclear
cardiology and the means to seek further information on any of
the techniquesor applications concisely presentedin the text.
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